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Hello Nithya, how was your Pre-Secondary class experience? The start of Term 4 for my students was 
one met with stress, especially for those taking the national examinations. Initially, students who attend 
the Prep 2 PSLE Programme (formerly known as English Exam Skills Programme) at DAS would stop 
classes at the end of Term 3.  The sudden end in support right before their examinations proved to be a 
cause for concern, not only for them but for their parents as well. It was with this in mind that the 
Pre-Secondary School bridging course was formed. The weeks leading up to PSLE were filled with 
revision on the three main components covered in the programme - Comprehension, Editing, Synthesis 
and Transformation. Students revised the skills and concepts taught to them over the years they were in 
the programme, and any gaps in their understanding were filled, as much as possible.

Melcher:Melcher:

Hello Melcher, my students too revelled in the opportunity to have one last shot at revision just before 
their PSLE. It was just a few short weeks but it encompassed all the skills that they have learnt over the 
years into examination type questions. This was such a good way for them to be able to apply all that 
they have learnt across Editing, Comprehension and Synthesis and Transformation. I personally feel my 

students were able to get a lot out of this revision just before they sat for their PSLE. It was a 
circumstance that allowed them to hone their already mastered skills just in time. They were mostly 

focused and motivated driven by their hunger to do their best for their PSLE, albeit there were bound to 
be some moments of complaints and whines. We will always take that with a pinch of salt!

Nithya:Nithya:

Yes! They sure did drag their feet to class after the PSLE.  However, they did get a taste of what the 
English secondary school curriculum would be and managed to pick up skills that would help them to 
learn in a more demanding environment.  The students had fun learning how to use shorthand to take 
notes while listening actively for important information.  Besides that, they were also exposed to
grammar editing in the secondary school curriculum, as well as visual text.  The students enjoyed 
analysing various real-life examples of advertisements and picked up the necessary skills to answer the 
questions that they will be tested on.

Melcher:Melcher:

I agree, the majority of the 4th term was spent on introducing skills that would come in handy for them 
in secondary school. Skills like note-taking, understanding visual text and grammar editing. My students 
had a lot of fun learning symbols and short-forms, as well as having the freedom to come up with their 

own symbols. They were able to interact with each other and learn from one another. The visual text 
was another fun topic as they were allowed to explore different kinds of visual texts and think about 

their intention, purpose and audience. This lesson undeniably changed the way they will look at 
advertisements in their daily lives. Grammar editing was 'not that fun' in the words of my students as this 

was the only topic that was focused more on hard skills similar to the concepts they learnt while doing 
Editing components before PSLE. Nevertheless, it was a great eye-opener for them as they were able to 
try out something that they would not have been exposed to otherwise this year. All in all, the ten weeks 

flew by in a flash, and I was sad to say goodbye to them as they moved on to begin their secondary 
school journey. In spite of that, I was so proud of all of them for trying their best to the very end. I am so 

glad that I had an opportunity to take part in their journey even for just a little while.

Nithya:Nithya:

The Pre-secondary bridging programme started in 2018 with the aim of providing 
students with the opportunity to learn more about the English curriculum in 
secondary school, and also to equip them with skills to cope with the increased 
academic demands. The three main components taught are Active Listening and 
Note-taking, Visual Text, and Editing. 

More information on the PREP 2 PSLE Programme, go to
https://tinyurl.com/PREP2PSLE
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